Postnatal mental health and mothers' processing of infant emotion: an eye-tracking study.
Postnatal mental illnesses are associated with less maternal sensitivity. Differences in how mothers with and without mental illness process infant emotions could explain this. People with mental illness in non-perinatal populations show certain processing patterns when viewing emotional faces, but it is not clear whether these patterns are present in mothers. Compared to mothers without affective symptoms (anxiety, depression and post-traumatic stress). Task 1 aimed to identify whether mothers with affective symptoms show an attentional bias towards negative infant faces; and Task 2 aimed to identify whether mothers with affective symptoms look less at infants' eyes compared to eyes and mouth. An experimental design was used in two tasks to answer the research objective. Mothers with affective symptoms (n = 23) and without affective symptoms (n = 47) had their eye movements tracked whilst: Task 1, viewing pairs of infant faces; and Task 2, viewing morphed infant faces. In Task 1 mothers with affective symptoms were more likely to fixate first on neutral faces when the choice was between negative and neutral. In Task 2, no differences were found between groups. The findings from Task 1 are unexpected given previous research. More research is needed to identify potential explanations for this.